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Dear friends,
These ideas are compiled from years of accumulations
from various magazines, books, on-line sites and my own
personal experience. I claim neither originality nor owner(Continued on page 3)
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NOPC Information

Coming Soon to NOPC

Meetings are held on the 1st
Wednesday of the month at the
Harahan Senior Center.
Time: 6:30

January 5th— Lydia Lourbacos
Becoming Cyber Rugged

100 Elodie St.,Harahan, LA 70123
—————————————————————-

Programmer’s/Advance User
February 2nd— Allen Square
Chief Information Officer for the City
of New Orleans

April— Sheriff Newell Normand
Date to be announce—Ernie the Attorney, Ernie Svenson, Shortcuts and
Tips for PDF files.

Special Interest Group
Next Meeting scheduled for January 11th,
7:00pm
Meetings are held the 2nd Tuesday of
every month at New Horizons, 3rd floor.
Please park in rear parking garage (free).
Mike York

vp@nopc.org

738-5997

—————————————————————-

New/Intermediate User

http://www.pdfforlawyers.com/

Special Interest Group
Sorry, above speakers are subject to change
without notice.

Send your questions to Ray before
meeting via email. new-user@nopc.org
————————————————————

Look for NOPC
Twitter.com

Humor:
Suppose you were an idiot and suppose you were a
member of Congress. But I repeat myself."
-Mark Twain

Yahoo Groups -nopc_help

www.meetup.com\nopc-club

Website NOPC.org
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writing non-contiguous parts of a file to
ship to any of its contents. My only in- contiguous sectors on a disk for the
tent is to share the various “tips,
purpose of increasing data access and
“tricks” & “hints” in hopes of helping & retrieval speeds. Because FAT and
maybe enhancing your computing ex- NTFS disks can deteriorate and beperiences. They are all intended for
come badly fragmented over
anyone who uses a PC. It is for begintime, defragmentation is vital for optiners as well as advanced users.
mal system performance.
(Continued from page 1)

Enjoy and use as you will.

In June 1999 the ABR Corporation of
Irvine, California, performed a fragmentation analysis and found that, out
DEFRAGMENTATION EXPLAINED
of 100 corporate offces that were not
using a defragmenter, 50 percent of the
respondents had server fles with 2,000
Fragmentation is caused by creating
to 10,000 fragments. In all cases the
and deleting fles and folders, installing
results were the same: Servers and
new software, and downloading fles
workstations experienced a signifcant
from the Internet. Computers do not
necessarily save an entire fle or folder degradation in performance.
in a single space on a disk; they’re
saved in the frst available space. After
a large portion of a disk has been used, CAN’T USE THE XP THEME
most of the subsequent fles and folders
are saved in pieces across the volume.
The most probable reason for this is
that the Themes service isn’t running.
If it’s not running, XP reverts to the
When you delete fles or folders, the
classic style. Do this:
empty spaces left behind are flled in
randomly as you store new ones. This
is how fragmentation occurs. The more
Click Start | Run and type serfragmented the volume is, the slower
vices.msc to open the Services
the computer’s fle input and output
console.
performance will be, and there will be
In the right pane, fnd the Themes
a signifcant degradation in performservice and Click the Start Serance.
vice button.
Defragmentation is the process of re-

If that doesn’t work, try this: right
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Cleaning Inside your PC
Written by Gary Bentley, Editor,
SouthWest International Personal
Computer Club (TX) Throughput, February 2009
www.swipcc.org
bentley.gary (at) gmail.com

This article has been obtained from
APCUG with the author’s permission
for publication by APCUG member
groups; all other uses require the permission of the author (see e-mail address above).

When I worked for GTE Lenkurt
(subsequently GTE Network Systems)
in El Paso 1978 – 1982 as a technologist and supervisor of electrical performance quality assurance for their
telecommunications equipment produced at that location we were required to be very cognizant of the risk
of damage to integrated circuits posed
by static electricity.
Even static charges that produce no
visible spark are sufficient to destroy,
or worse, cause subsequent intermittent failure of high impedance inputs
on many PC’s (non catastrophic damage is more pernicious because it may
permit equipment to pass performance
testing and fail later in the field, also,
intermittent hardware failures are difficult to troubleshoot because you have
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to be observing the device while it is in
failure
mode).

All personnel were required to wear
grounded wrist straps and work on
grounded conducting pads when handling integrated circuit boards. Unfortunately, the plastic tip of a household
or automobile portable vacuum
cleaner does not conduct electricity
and so can build up a significant static
electric charge when there are large
volumes of air-borne dust particles
swirling within and without the plastic vacuum cleaner nozzle (think of
rubbing a balloon on your head and
recall the immediate build up of electric charge).
There are various brands of canned
dust removing gas with a form of difluoroethane gas that is static free.
Combining blowing the dust away
with that gas and using a cloth dampened with a dust remover will assure
that you do not subject the integrated
circuits of your computer to static electricity. Make sure to wipe or blow
clean the openings
in the case for cooling fans (to assure
your system does not overheat). Do
not blow the dust remover into a fan
in such a way as to spin the fan, or
else hold the fan while you spray it as
you may create an induced electrical
current back into the motherboard
(remember that a motor can be a generator).

even small hand held devices, pose no
continued from page 4)
actual danger to your PC, ask yourself
why 3M Company, for example, sells a
Service Vacuum (3M Service Vacuum
You may get away with using a vacuum and 3M Vacuum in a Tool Case) that
cleaner some of the time, or may think keeps the motor portion (with high elecyou have until you observe strange intromagnetic fields that could damage
termittent failures down the road
data on a hard drive) in the carrying
(strange crashes, blue screen of death,
case and permits the service technician
corrupt files or boot failures). Such fail- to vacuum the inside of the PC or other
ures would require you to replace CPU, electronic device with a long hose with
memory, motherboard, video graphics
static dissipative attachments (dusting
card, or power supply (and the failure of brush, crevice nozzle, needle nose nozany of these components may have cor- zle) “to prevent static buildup” for use
rupted the hard drive and all your
“involving static sensitive electronic
components such as circuit boards”
data) or simply junk the PC (since the
(quoted from 3M Service Vacuum and
cost of replacement and repair may
Vacuum in a Tool Case Operating Inequal the cost of a new PC tower).
struction manual).
If you unplug the computer prior to
Paraphrasing Clint Eastwood in Dirty
cleaning it, remember that the computer will no longer be grounded. So, if Harry, if you intend to use your homeyou are wearing a grounded wrist strap vacuum cleaner (portable or otherwise)
inside your PC case you gotta ask youryou should keep one hand on a metal
self,
portion of the PC case to maintain a
ground path for static charges (or
“Do you feel lucky, well, do ‘’ya?”
ground the case with a clip to your
Mr. Bentley studied electrical engineerground pad). Note of warning: If you
ing at the University of Texas, began
still have an
old CRT monitor, stay out of that moni- working in the electronics industry in
tor case as there are lethal voltages that
remain in the CRT even when it is unplugged, a CRT being rather like a huge
capacitor (unless you have been trained
how to drain the CRT without electrocuting yourself).

1978 with GTE Network Systems
(Lenkurt), then software engineering
with various startups in the 1980’s, designing and implementing, among other

things, pre-Internet email communicaIf you must use a vacuum cleaner on
tions systems multitasking on Intel platyour PC, use one specially designed for forms and MSDOS PC’s. 1984 - 1986.
cleaning electronic devices containing
static sensitive components. If folks tell Gary now provides Information Technol(Continued on page 6)
you that standard vacuum cleaners,
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(Continued from page 5)

ogy consulting services in the El Paso,
Texas and Las Cruces, New Mexico areas. Gary has edited and contributed
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monthly magazine, “Throughput”,
since
December, 2003.

articles to the award-winning Southwest
International Personal Computer Club
(continued from page 3)

In the System Properties dialog box, click the Advanced tab.
In the Performance pane, click Settings.
In the Performance Options dialog box, click the Advanced tab.
In the Virtual memory pane, click Change.
Change the Initial size value and the Maximum size value to a higher value, click Set,
and then click OK.
Click OK to close the Performance Options dialog box, and then click OK to close the System Properties dialog box

HOW TO REMOVE SP3
There are a couple of ways to do it. The easiest is to use the Add/Remove Programs item in Control Panel,
but if that doesn’t work, try this:

Click Start | Run
Type : c\windows\$NtServicePackUninstall$\spuninst.exe
Click OK
This should start the Service Pack 3 Removal Wizard, which walks you through the
steps of uninstalling the SP
If these methods don’t work, frst restart the computer and then use System Restore to roll back to a restore point
that was prior to the time you installed the service pack (this
will also undo any other changes that you’ve made since that time).

This article has been obtained from APCUG with the author’s permission for publication by APCUG member groups; all other uses require the permission of the author (see email address above).
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CLUB SUPPORTERS

A reminder for the new /Intermediate user special interest
group:
Please email your questions to Ray prior to the meeting.

Humor :
A conservative is one who admires radicals centuries after they're dead.
Leo C. Rosten

January 2011
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat
1

2

3

9

10

16

17

23

24

30

31

6:30pm Gen.
Meeting

6

7

8

6:30
New/Inter. Sig

13

14

15

18

19

20

21

22

25

26

27

28

29

4
6:30 Programer’s SIG

More information for the above events on page 2!

The New Orleans Personal Computer Club (NOPCC) is a private non-profit organization chartered under the State of Louisiana. Its purpose is to provide an open
forum for discussion and education of the membership in the use and application of PCs, peripheral equipment and software. The opinions expressed in this newsletter are those of the author (s) and do not necessarily reflect those of the NOPCC , its members or its officers. The club does not verify for accuracy the articles in
this newsletter and leaves verification of accuracy to its readers. Articles in this newsletter may be duplicated as long as credit is given to the author (s) and the

NOPCC Directory
Elected Officers
President

Walt Christensen

president@nopc.org

982-3705

Vice President

Mike York

vp@nopc.org

738-5997

Secretary

Ray Paternostro

secretary@nopc.org

737-9099

Treasurer

Bill Howard

treasurer@nopc.org

831-1279

Director At Large

Tom Gaffney

director1@nopc.org

Director At Large

Kevin Kratzberg

director2@nopc.org

Director At Large

Mary Prinz

director3@nopc.org

460-9337

Standing Committees
Newsletter

Kevin Kratzberg

editor@nopc.org

Publicity

A J Levy

pr@nopc.org

Webmaster

Mike York

webmaster@nopc.org

460-9337

738-5997

Special Interest Groups
Computer Programming

Mike York

vp@nopc.org

738-5997

New/Intermediate Users

Ray Paternostro

newuser@nopc.org

287-4780

Other Important Numbers / Addresses
Club Hotline
NOPCC Web Site

Recorded messages. Meeting Information. Open 24 Hours
On the World Wide Web. Our own home page and club information.

454-6050
www.nopc.org

